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THIS AGREEMENT is dated 1 October 2017  

PARTIES 

(1) Age Concern Camden (trading as and hereinafter known as Age UK 

Camden) incorporated and registered in England and Wales with company 

number 1969975 and registered as a charity with charity number 293446 and   

whose registered office is at Tavis House, 1-6 Tavistock Square, London, 

WC1H 9NA (the Lead provider). 

(2) Xxx  incorporated and registered in England and Wales with company 

number xxx  whose registered office is at xxx (the Provider). 

BACKGROUND 

(A) The Lead provider receives funding from the Big Lottery Fund for the project 

‘Ageing Better in Camden’ (the Project), which forms part of the national 

programme ‘Fulfilling Lives: Ageing Better’. The Project aims to improve the 

lives of Camden’s most socially isolated older people and to help pave the 

way for support for future older generations. 

(B) The Lead provider is engaging a number of providers to participate in the 

Project and to run a range interventions and Activities (social, health, 

information/advice and cultural) to improve the physical and mental wellbeing 

of vulnerable older people in Camden.  

(C) The Provider has agreed to participate in the Project and to run Activities as 

specified in, and subject to the terms and conditions of, this agreement.  

AGREED TERMS 

1. INTERPRETATION 

1.1 The definitions and rules of interpretation in this clause 1 apply in this 

agreement. 

Activities: the Activities to be carried out by the Provider pursuant to this 

agreement, as specified in Schedule 1  

Big Lottery Fund: the non-departmental public body responsible for 

distributing funds raised by the National Lottery for good causes. 

Business Day: a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday) when 

banks in London are open for business. 

Confidential Information: means all information of a commercially 

confidential nature relating to the business or trade secrets of the Lead 

provider obrained by the Provider by reason of this agreement other than 

information that is public knowledge. 

Disclosure and Barring Service: the non-departmental public body of the 

Home Office which enables organisations to make safer recruitment decisions 
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by identifying candidates who may be unsuitable for certain work, and 

provides access to criminal record information through its disclosure service. 

Grant Agreement: the funding agreement made between the Big Lottery 

Fund and the Lead provider in relation to grant funding for the Project.  

 

Intellectual Property Rights means all intellectual property rights whether or 

not such rights are capable of registration including trademarks, designs, 

patents, copyright (and any applications for such); 

 

1.2 The Schedules form part of this agreement and shall have effect as if set out 

in full in the body of this agreement. Any reference to this agreement includes 

the Schedules.  

1.3 References to clauses and Schedules are to the clauses and Schedules of 

this agreement and references to paragraphs are to paragraphs of the 

relevant Schedule.  

1.4 Clause, Schedule and paragraph headings shall not affect the interpretation 

of this agreement.  

1.5 A person includes a natural person, a corporate body and an unincorporated 

body (whether or not having separate legal personality).  

1.6 A reference to one gender shall include a reference to the other genders.  

1.7 Words in the singular shall include the plural and vice versa. 

1.8 A reference to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to it as it is in 

force for the time being, taking account of any amendment, extension or re-

enactment and includes any subordinate legislation for the time being in force 

made under it. 

1.9 Where the words include(s), including or in particular are used in this 

agreement, they are deemed to have the words "without limitation" following 

them. The words other and otherwise are illustrative and shall not limit the 

sense of the words preceding them. 

1.10 A reference to writing or written includes fax and email.  

1.11 Any obligation in this agreement on a person not to do something includes an 

obligation not to agree or allow that thing to be done. 
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2. COMMENCEMENT AND DURATION  

This agreement shall commence on the date on which it has been dated at 

the top of page 1 and shall expire on 30th June 2021 unless terminated earlier 

than that date in accordance with the terms of this agreement.   

3. THE PROJECT 

3.1 The Provider shall for the duration of this agreement provide the Activities in 

accordance with the terms of this agreement. The Provider agrees to use all 

reasonable endeavours to provide the Activities to the level and standard 

specified in Schedule 1 and where the Provider requires further information or 

detail it shall make all reasonable enquiries of the Lead provider to ascertain 

its requirements and provide the Activities to a high quality and in a 

competent and professional manner. The Provider shall undertake all 

reasonable directions and instructions of the Lead provider.  

3.2 The Provider warrants to the Lead provider that the Activities will be delivered 

by appropriately qualified and trained personnel, with due care and diligence 

and to such high standards as it is reasonable for the Lead provider to expect. 

If requested by the Lead provider, the Provider shall supply CVs of its 

relevant personnel for vetting by the Lead provider and shall supply any other 

information on such personnel as is reasonably required by the Lead 

provider. Prior to recruitment all new staff posts relating to this contract must 

be advertised externally, using appropriate media (including media that could 

attract disadvantaged groups). The Provider will send the Lead provider a 

copy of the text of every advertisement, person specification and job 

description within a reasonable time before such advertising, which will be in 

accordance with all current best practice and will acknowledge the Big Lottery 

as the funder of the post.  This applies to any re-advertisement. The Provider 

will keep all the recruitment information in case the Big Lottery asks for it. 

3.3 The Provider shall supply the Lead provider as soon as reasonably possible 

with the names of the staff to be employed, their salaries and their 

employment commencement date, and if appropriate, employment 

termination date, and if any such information has still not been supplied six 

months after the date of this agreement no further payments will be released 

by the Lead provider until the outstanding information is supplied. 

3.4 The Provider agrees at all times to follow all guidelines of the Big Lottery 

Fund and of the Lead provider given to it from time to time by the Lead 

provider relating to branding and publicity for the Project, and to acknowledge 

the support of the Big Lottery Fund and the role of the Lead provider in any 

published documents or any digital media that refer to the Project, including 
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job advertisements, accounts and public annual reports, or in written or 

spoken public presentations about the Project.  

3.5 The Provider hereby consents to any publicity about the Project as the Lead 

provider may from time to time require, and acknowledges that the Lead 

provider and the Big Lottery Fund may carry out any forms of publicity and 

marketing to promote the Project as they see fit. The Provider agrees to do 

whatever the Lead provider reasonably requires in order to assist with any 

form of publicity and marketing, including any press or media related 

Activities.  

3.6 The Provider undertakes to notify the Lead provider promptly of any changes 

to information it has provided, and will make sure that the information held by 

the Lead provider relating to the Provider is always true, accurate and up to 

date at the time it is given and remains true, accurate and up to date for the 

duration of this agreement.  

3.7 The Provider shall put in place procedures to avoid any conflict of interest 

arising in the provision of the Activities or in the employment of staff required 

to deliver the Provider’s obligations under this agreement. The Provider must 

use its best endeavours to ensure that the Provider, its employees or sub-

contractors are not placed in a position where there is or may be an actual 

conflict, or a potential conflict, between the pecuniary or personal interests of 

such persons and the duties owed to the Lead provider under the provisions 

of this Contract.  Immediately on becoming aware or suspecting such a 

conflict the Provider shall disclose the particulars of the conflict to the Lead 

provider and co-operate with any reasonable measures implemented by the 

Lead provider to manage the conflict. 

3.8 If the Lead provider allows the Provider to share the use of any materials or 

equipment to facilitate the carrying out of the Activities the Provider shall 

comply with the Lead provider’s proper requirements in connection with the 

use and protection of such materials or equipment as notified to it from time to 

time. 

3.9.  In the event that the Lead provider is dissatisfied with the work of a 

subcontractor of the Provider or wishes to remove them from the services, the 

Lead provider shall request a meeting with the Provider to discuss such 

performance issue and provide evidence wherever possible.  The parties will 

seek to agree a plan to resolve such issue or if necessary the replacement of 

such subcontractor. 
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4. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS 

4.1 The Provider shall carry out its obligations under this agreement in 

compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, and undertakes to 

comply with all laws regulating the way it operates, the work it carries out, the 

staff it employs and the goods it buys. The Provider shall obtain and maintain 

for the duration of this agreement all approvals and licences required by law 

or reasonably required by the Lead provider.  

4.2 In its management of all personal information the Provider will comply with the 

requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998. The Provider undertakes to 

inform the Lead provider promptly of any change to its key contacts or people 

whose salaries are funded by payments the Provider receives under this 

agreement.  

4.3 The Provider shall not unlawfully discriminate within the meaning and scope 

of the provisions of the Equality Act 2010 or any statutory modifications of it, 

and shall promote equal opportunities for all Activities funded under this 

agreement. The Provider will ensure that it has an equal opportunities policy 

in place at all time, to help it comply with all relevant laws and good practice 

for the duration of this agreement. The Provider will co-operate with any 

investigations or proceedings concerning any alleged contravention of any of 

the legislative requirements and public duties 

4.4 The Provider shall comply with all relevant requirements and procedures for 

the time being contained in or having effect under the legislation relating to 

the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974, all amendments thereto and any 

other provisions of any Acts, Regulations, Orders or rules of law pertaining to 

health and safety and applying to work being carried out by the Provider. 

4.5 The Provider shall comply with all relevant requirements under legislation with 

regard to payment of taxes and national insurance contributions. The Lead 

provider shall not be liable for any non-payment, under-payment or penalty 

incurred by the Provider for any reason.  

4.6 The Provider acknowledges that the Project involves work with vulnerable 

elderly people (“vulnerable people”) and undertakes to take all reasonable 

steps to ensure their safety. Where necessary, the Provider shall obtain the 

written agreement of the legal carer or guardian before having any direct 

contact with vulnerable people. The Provider shall maintain and implement an 

appropriate written policy and have a set of procedures in place at all times to 

safeguard vulnerable people, which will include procedures to check with the 

Disclosure and Barring Service the backgrounds and disclosures of all 

employees, volunteers, trustees or contractors who will supervise Activities or 

who will care for or otherwise have significant direct contact with vulnerable 
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people. The Provider undertakes to regularly review its policy and procedures 

to ensure they adhere to any applicable legislation and/or regulations.  

4.7 The provider must not disclose any Confidential Information to a third party 

except (a) where required by law to do so or (b) to its professional advisers to 

that the extent that they need to know that Confidential Information. 

5. REPORTS AND ACCOUNTS  

5.1 The Provider shall during the continuance of this agreement:  

(a) provide a quarterly written report and/or statistical information;   

(b) provide an annual written report including a risk report, a quality 

report  and/or statistical information;  

(c) update the Provider’s online database, Charity Log with every new 

participant’s details ie name, address, date of birth and 

demographics every two weeks; 

(d) arrange regular meetings to confirm there is a clear understanding of 

scope of work, the interpretation of information, timetables, deadlines 

and timing of reports; and 

(e) provide a risk report at the Lead provider’s reasonable request and 

also, if the Lead provider so requires, maintain a Risk Register with 

the Lead provider.   

If the Lead provider requests additional information in respect of any such 

reports, the Provider agrees to provide such additional information or 

updates within 10 days of the request. 

For the avoidance of doubt, the reports referred to above shall each  relate 

to the Provider’s performance of its obligations under this agreement during 

the relevant period, indicating qualitative and quantitative aspects of 

progress and performance on areas as agreed with the Lead provider, and 

otherwise in such form and containing such information as the Lead provider 

shall from time to time reasonably require.  

5.2 The Provider shall send to the Lead provider a copy of its annual accounts as 

soon as they are available but in any event within 9 months after the end of 

the relevant financial year.  The funding will be acknowledged in the 

Provider’s annual reports and accounts during the relevant period.  The 

Provider will show this funding and related expenditure as a restricted fund 

under the description ‘Ageing Better in Camden – Big Lottery Fund Grant’ in 

the Provider’s annual accounts.  If the Provider has more than one restricted 

fund the Provider will include a note to the accounts identifying each restricted 

fund separately.    
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6. INFORMATION AND RECORDS  

6.1 The Provider shall maintain, during the continuance of this agreement and for 

a period of seven years after the termination of this agreement, accurate and 

complete records in such a manner as the Lead provider shall reasonably 

require.  The records shall include summary profit and loss accounts and 

management accounts, personnel and payroll records, invoices raised and 

payments received under this agreement and accounting records of all 

income and expenditure relating to this agreement in a form which will enable 

such income and expenditure to be identified separately from any other 

income and expenditure of the Provider.  The Provider shall make such 

accounts and records available to the Lead provider and to the Big Lottery 

Fund to view, and agrees to provide a copy of such records if requested by 

the Lead provider at the expense of the Provider.  

6.2 In order to ensure that no unauthorised person gains access to any 

Confidential Information data obtained in the performance of this 

agreement, the Provider undertakes to maintain security systems in line with 

the Data Protection Act 1998.  

6.3 The Provider shall send to the Lead provider any information that the Lead 

provider may request about the Activities or about the Provider, the number of 

jobs created by this agreement, the number of people attending the Activities, 

the number of other beneficiaries and such other information as the Lead 

provider may require from time to time. The Lead provider may use this 

information to monitor the Project and evaluate its engagement of providers 

for the Project (including its engagement of the Provider under this 

agreement). 

6.4 The Provider shall not, without the prior notification to the Lead provider: 

(a) change its legal structure, change its governing document (unless it 

is a statutory organisation) concerning its aims, payments to 

members and members of its governing body, the sharing out of its 

assets (whether it is dissolved or not) or the admission of any new 

member;  

(b) transfer its assets to, or merge or amalgamate with, any other body, 

including a company set up by the Provider. 

If the Provider makes any such change the Lead provider shall be entitled 

to terminate this agreement. 

6.5 The Provider shall immediately inform the Lead provider in writing if any legal 

claims are made or threatened against it and/or which would adversely affect 

the Project, including any claims made against members of the Provider’s 

governing body or staff concerning the Provider.  
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6.6 The Provider shall immediately inform the Lead provider in writing of any 

investigation concerning its organisation, trustees, directors, employees or 

volunteers carried out by the Police, the Charity Commission, the Charity 

Commission for Northern Ireland, the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator, 

HM Revenue & Customs or any other regulatory body.  

6.7 The Provider shall be available for meetings with the Lead provider and shall 

allow the Lead provider and/or the Big Lottery Fund and/or those acting for 

either of them or the National Audit Office full and free access to the 

Provider’s records which relate to this contract and to any of its offices or 

buildings where this Project is delivered and/or administered.  

6.8 The Provider consents to the Lead provider and/or the Big Lottery Fund 

reproducing any information supplied by the Provider to the Lead provider for 

any purpose that either of them sees fit without any right of a claim in respect 

of copyright. 

7. MONITORING 

7.1 The Provider acknowledges that the Lead provider must, under the terms of 

the Grant Agreement, comply with operational guidelines in relation to 

delivery of the Project including compliance with stringent measures that aim 

to protect and assure the quality of the Activities. The Provider agrees to 

comply with the same operational guidelines and measures, as requested by 

the Lead provider from time to time.  

7.2 The Provider acknowledges that the Grant Agreement includes provisions for 

various external inspections, audits and verification visits whereby inspectors, 

auditors and external verifiers collect their evidence through interviews with 

Project participants, observing Activities and examining documents and 

records. The Provider undertakes to co-operate and work with the Lead 

provider, inspectors, auditors and verifiers and to allow access to any 

documents as may be required.  

7.3 The Provider agrees and undertakes at its own expense to make such 

personnel available to attend progress meetings with the Lead provider to 

review progress at such times and locations as the Lead provider shall 

reasonably specify.   

7.4   The Provider shall inform the Lead provider immediately in writing of 

anything that significantly delays, threatens or makes unlikely the delivery of 

the Activities pursuant to the terms of this agreement, or if there is to be, in 

the Provider’s reasonable opinion, any variation to or decrease in the Project 

outcomes under the terms of the Grant Agreement.  
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8. FINANCIAL TERMS  

8.1 The Lead provider agrees to provide the Provider with funding in accordance 

with the financial terms and conditions set out in Schedule 2.  Payments due 

from the Lead provider will be made by electronic transfer to the account of 

the Provider. 

8.2 The Lead provider shall not be liable for any losses or costs if payments are 

not made on the agreed date.  In addition, the Lead provider shall not be 

liable to make payments unless and until it has itself received payment from 

the Big Lottery Fund in respect of the Activities.  

8.3 If in the reasonable opinion of the Lead provider any part of the Activities is 

not administered in accordance with this agreement then the Lead provider 

shall be entitled to (at its option) either:  

(a) require the Provider to re-administer the relevant part of the Activities 

without additional charge to the Lead provider; or  

(b) assess the cost of remedying the failure and deduct from any sums 

due to the Provider in respect of the following or any subsequent 

quarter the assessed cost for the period that such failure continues. 

8.4 The Lead provider may suspend payments under this agreement if it 

considers, in its reasonable opinion, that it needs to investigate any matter 

concerning payments made or to be made under this agreement. The Lead 

provider shall have no liability for any consequences, whether direct or 

indirect, that arise from a suspension of payment even if the investigation 

finds no cause for concern and payments continue. 

8.5 The Lead provider may withhold or demand repayment of all or part of the 

payments under this agreement at its absolute discretion, if any of the 

following circumstances apply:  

(a) the Provider fails to comply with any of the terms and conditions 

of this agreement;  

(b) the Provider has given any significantly misleading or inaccurate 

information, whether deliberate or accidental, during the term of this 

agreement; 

(c)members of the Provider’s governing body, volunteers or staff, act 

at any time during the term of this agreement dishonestly or 

negligently or in any way directly or indirectly to the Provider’s 

detriment or to the detriment of the Project or the Lead provider’s 

reputation;  

(d) the Provider or members of its governing body, employees or 

volunteers are subject to an investigation or formal enquiry by the 
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Police, Charity Commission, the Charity Commission for Northern 

Ireland, the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator, HM Revenue & 

Customs or other regulatory body; 

(e) the Provider receives duplicate funding from any other source for 

all or any part of the Activities 

(f) the Provider does not take positive steps to ensure equal 

opportunities in its own employment practices and the delivery of and 

access to the Activities; 

(g) at any time during the term of this agreement the Provider does 

not let the Lead provider have information that would affect the Lead 

provider’s decision to either continue or terminate this agreement; 

(h) the Provider becomes legally ineligible to provide the Activities as 

part of the Project in accordance with this agreement. 

8.6  If the Lead provider pays the Provider for any Activities that are subsequently 

demonstrated not to be eligible for payment of the funding by the Big Lottery 

Fund for the Project, then the Lead provider will be entitled to be fully 

refunded by the Provider.  At the discretion of the Lead provider such refund 

will either be payable within 30 days of notice by the Lead provider to the 

Provider or may be deducted from the value of any subsequent payments due 

to be made by the Lead provider to the Provider. 

8.7  The Lead provider may withhold or demand repayment of all or any of the 

payments made under this agreement if it is likely that the Provider will have 

to stop operating, may be dissolved or become insolvent, or is likely to be put 

into administration or receivership or liquidation, or is about to make an 

arrangement with, or guarantee a trust deed to its creditors, or, in Scotland, 

its estate is sequestrated. 

8.9 If any part of the funding is used directly or indirectly to purchase or develop 

any intellectual property rights the Provider shall take all necessary steps to 

protect such rights against claims from third parties and shall not exploit such 

rights without the Lead provider’s prior written consent, which consent may be 

subject to conditions requiring the Provider to repay or share any money 

received. 

9 INSURANCE 

The Provider shall at all times maintain Employer’s Liability Insurance, Public 

Liability Insurance, each to a minimum value of £5,000,000 and Professional 

Indemnity Insurance to a minimum value of £1,000,000.  It shall provide the 

Lead provider with a valid copy of its certificate in respect of each such type 

of insurance prior to the signing of this agreement and shall subsequently 
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provide the Lead provider with a copy of the relevant renewal certificate prior 

to the expiry of any such insurance policy.  

10 LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY 

10.1  The Lead provider shall not be liable to the Provider for any loss, damage, 

costs, expenses or other claims whatsoever unless they arise out of the Lead 

provider’s negligence or any breach by it of this agreement, and under no 

circumstances shall the Lead provider be liable to the Provider for loss of 

profit or loss of opportunity. 

10.2 The Provider shall indemnify the Lead provider from and against any costs, 

claims, losses, damages or demands which the Lead provider may sustain or 

incur whether directly or indirectly arising by reason of the performance of this 

agreement, save to extent that such costs, claims, losses, damage or 

demands shall be sustained or incurred by reason of the negligence or 

breach of agreement of the Lead provider.  The Provider will indemnify the 

Lead provider against all losses, damage costs and liabilities which may arise 

from the Provider’s negligence, default or breach under this agreement. This 

indemnity survives the expiry or termination of this agreement. 

10.3  Without prejudice to the generality of the remainder of this clause 11, if on the 

expiry or sooner determination of this agreement, or at any other time, one or 

more persons employed by the Provider in connection with the provision of 

the Activities acquires any rights under the Transfer of Undertakings 

(Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 as amended by the Collective 

Redundancies and Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) 

(Amendment) Regulations 2014 (TUPE) the Provider hereby warrants that it 

shall undertake all its legal responsibilities as a transferring organisation (e.g. 

consultation with employee(s), communication with new provider and Lead 

provider (as commissioner)), and that the Lead provider shall not be 

responsible for any claims against the Provider in this regard. The Lead 

provider similarly warrants that it shall uphold its responsibilities around TUPE 

and that the Provider shall not be responsible for claims against the Lead 

provider for any such failure.  

11 ASSIGNMENT AND OTHER DEALINGS 

The Provider shall not, without prior written consent of the Lead provider, 

assign, transfer, mortgage, charge, subcontract, declare a trust over or deal in 

any other manner with any of its rights and obligations under this agreement. 
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12 PROVIDER’S STATUS 

12.1  Nothing in this agreement is intended to, or shall be deemed to, establish any 

partnership or joint venture between the parties, constitute one party the 

agent of the other party, or authorise a party to make or enter into any 

commitments for or on behalf of the other party.  

12.2  In carrying out its obligations under this agreement the Provider will not be 

acting as the agent of either the Lead provider or the Big Lottery Fund. 

Accordingly the Provider shall not make any statement (whether written or 

oral) or do anything that might reasonably lead any other person to believe 

that the Provider is acting as the agent of the Lead provider or the Big Lottery 

Fund and nothing in this agreement shall render the Lead provider liable to 

indemnify the Provider in respect of any liability of any kind incurred by the 

Provider to any other person arising out of the performance by the Provider of 

any of its obligations under this agreement. 

13 BIG LOTTERY FUND’S REQUIREMENTS 

13.1 Both the Lead provider and the Provider shall comply with the Government’s 

code of practice on access to official information. Information reasonably 

deemed as confidential shall not be released to a third party without the prior 

written authority of the party providing the information.  

13.2  The Provider shall not make reference to this agreement in any advertising or 

promotional material or communicate with representatives of the press, radio, 

television or other communications media unless specifically granted 

permission to do so in writing by the Lead provider or the Big Lottery Fund. 

Permission will not be unreasonably withheld by the Lead provider, but the 

Lead provider makes no representation as to the basis on which the Big 

Lottery Fund might withhold permission.  

13.3  The Provider accepts that the Big Lottery Fund and the Lead provider may 

share information about this agreement with any parties of their choice as well 

as with members of the public who make a request for information under the 

Freedom of Information Act 2000. The Big Lottery Fund and the Lead 

provider may release details of the Project for broadcast on television, on the 

Big Lottery Fund website or the Lead provider’s website, in newspapers and 

through other media.  

14 FORCE MAJEURE 

Neither party shall be in breach of this agreement nor liable for delay in 

performing, or failure to perform, any of its obligations under this agreement if 

such delay or failure result from events, circumstances or causes beyond its 
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control. In such circumstances the affected party shall be entitled to a 

reasonable extension of the time for performing such obligations. If the period 

of delay or non-performance continues for three months, the party not 

affected may terminate this agreement by giving 14 days’ written notice to the 

affected party.  

15 TERMINATION AND DEFAULT 

15.1  If at any time the Activities have in whole or in part either not been undertaken 

by the relevant date set out in Schedule 1 or been carried out inadequately, 

(including a failure to meet required outcomes as set out in the specification) 

or if the Provider shall have failed to comply with any requirement of the 

Project set out or referred to in this agreement or if the Lead provider is not 

satisfied with the method by which the Activities have been provided (any 

such situation hereinafter being referred to as a Default) then the Lead 

provider may (without prejudice to any other right of remedy available to it) do 

any one or more of the following 

(a) request a meeting with the Provider to address any problems 

experienced by the Provider as to the performance of the Activities 

(b) instruct the Provider to perform the work 

(c) instruct the Provider to remedy work that has not been performed to the 

required standard 

15.2 Where the Provider continues to be in Default 30 days  after any or all of (a) 

to (c) above have been invoked,  the Lead provider may at any time after the 

expiry of that 30 day period terminate this agreement by giving to the Provider 

not less than  3 months  written notice.   

 

15.3 Where a Default on the part of the Provider constitutes a material breach of 

one or more terms of this agreement which is incapable of remedy the Lead 

provider may terminate this agreement by giving to the Provider not less than 

3 months’ written notice. 

15.4 Either party may terminate this agreement on giving not less than 3 months’ 

written notice to the other party if: 

(a) the other party suspends, or threatens to suspend, payment of its debts 

or is unable to pay its debts as they fall due or admits inability to pay 

its debts or (in the case of a company or limited liability partnership) 

is deemed unable to pay its debts within the meaning of section 123 

of the Insolvency Act 1986, or (in the case of an individual) is 

deemed either unable to pay its debts or as having no reasonable 

prospect of so doing, in either case, within the meaning of section 
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268 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or (in the case of a partnership) has 

any partner to whom any of the foregoing apply; 

(b) the other party commences negotiations with all or any class of its 

creditors with a view to rescheduling any of its debts, or makes a 

proposal for or enters into any compromise or arrangement with its 

creditors; 

(c) a petition is filed, a notice is given, a resolution is passed, or an order is 

made, for or in connection with the winding up of that other party 

(being a company); 

(d) an application is made to court, or an order is made, for the 

appointment of an administrator, or if a notice of intention to appoint 

an administrator is given or if an administrator is appointed, over the 

other party (being a company); 

(e) the holder of a qualifying floating charge over the assets of that other 

party (being a company) has become entitled to appoint or has 

appointed an administrative receiver; or 

(f) a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver over the assets of the 

other party or a receiver is appointed over the assets of the other 

party.  

15.5 The Lead provider may terminate this agreement with immediate effect by giving 

written notice to the Provider if:  

(a) the Big Lottery Fund withdraw its funding for the Project at any time and 

for whatever reason;  

(b) in the event that approval from the Big Lottery Fund is required for the 

Provider, such approval is withdrawn by the Big Lottery Fund;  

(c) there is a material adverse change in the amount or nature of the Big 

Lottery Fund’s funding for the Project;  

(d) the Big Lottery Fund imposes additional terms and conditions on the 

Lead provider under the Grant Agreement and the Provider rejects 

the Lead provider’s corresponding additional terms imposed under 

this agreement. 

 

15.6  The Lead provider may also terminate this agreement at any time for any 

reason by giving not less than 3 months prior written notice to the Provider.  If 

the Lead provider gives such notice to the Provider terminating the agreement 

the Lead provider shall at any time before the expiry of the notice be entitled 

to require the Provider, where any work has not been commenced, either to 

refrain from commencing such work or to direct the Provider to complete such 

work in accordance with this agreement and at the agreed rate. 
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15.7  Subject to clause 15.8 the Lead provider shall reimburse the Provider in 

relation to any liabilities or expenditure reasonably and properly chargeable 

by the Provider directly in connection with this agreement to the extent to 

which such liabilities or expenditure would otherwise represent an 

unavoidable loss by the Provider by reason of the termination of this 

agreement pursuant to sub-clause 15.6. 

15.8  The Lead provider shall not be liable to pay under the provisions of clause 

15.7 any sum which when taken together with any sums paid or due or 

becoming due to the Provider under this agreement shall exceed the total 

amount which would have been payable to the Provider under this agreement 

if the agreement had not been terminated pursuant to clause 15.6. 

15.9   The Lead provider shall pay the Provider in full for all work carried out by the 

Provider satisfactorily and with the authority of the Lead provider up to the 

date of termination. 

15.10  The Provider will hand over to the Lead provider all materials in which the 

Lead provider owns the intellectual property rights including all works in 

progress. 

15.11  Any termination of this agreement shall be without prejudice to the right of 

either party to pursue any remedies otherwise available to it in respect of any 

prior breach of the agreement.  

16 ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS 

16.1  The Provider acknowledges that under the terms of the Grant Agreement the 

Lead provider is subject to legal obligations in relation to delivery and 

performance of the Project. The Provider further acknowledges that the Big 

Lottery Fund has the right, under the terms of the Grant Agreement, to 

impose additional terms and conditions on the Lead provider in certain 

specified circumstances (including, for example, if the Big Lottery Fund is 

required to withdraw any part of the funding for the Project, or if it has 

reasonable grounds to believe that such additional terms and conditions are 

necessary for protecting public money). The Provider accepts and confirms 

that in the event that the Big Lottery Fund imposes additional terms and 

conditions on the Lead provider pursuant to the Grant Agreement, the Lead 

provider will then have the right to impose corresponding additional terms and 

conditions on the Provider under this agreement.  

16.2  The Provider acknowledges that the conditions laid out in The Form of 

Tender submitted by the Provider and agreed by the Provider are part of this 

agreement. 
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17 FURTHER ASSURANCE 

At all times after the date of this agreement the parties shall, at their own 

expense, execute all such documents and do all such acts and things as may 

reasonably be required for the purpose of giving full effect to this agreement. 

18 CHANGES TO METHOD OF DELIVERY 

The Provider shall not deviate from the method and level of delivery set out in 

Schedule 1 without the prior written approval of the Lead provider. 

19 WHOLE AGREEMENT 

This agreement, the Grant Agreement and any other documents referred to in 

this agreement, constitute the whole agreement between the parties and 

supersede any previous arrangement, understanding or agreement between 

them relating to the subject matter they cover. 

20 VARIATION AND WAIVER 

20.1  A variation of this agreement shall be in writing and signed by or on behalf of 

each party.  

20.2  Any waiver of any right under this agreement is only effective if it is in writing 

and signed by the waiving or consenting party and it applies only in the 

circumstances for which it is given, and shall not prevent the party who has 

given the waiver from subsequently relying in different circumstances on the 

provision it has waived.   

20.3  Except as expressly stated, no failure to exercise or delay in exercising any 

right or remedy provided under this agreement or by law constitutes a waiver 

of such right or remedy or shall prevent any future exercise in whole or in part 

thereof.   

20.4  No single or partial exercise of any right or remedy under this agreement 

shall preclude or restrict the further exercise of any such right or remedy.   

20.5  Unless specifically provided otherwise, rights arising under this agreement 

are cumulative and do not exclude rights provided by law.  

21 NOTICE 

21.1  Any notice given under this agreement shall be in writing and shall be 

delivered by hand, or sent by pre-paid first class post or recorded delivery 

post, or sent by fax or by email, in each case to the address or number of the 
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party as set out in the particulars of this agreement, or to such other address 

or number notified to the other party.  

21.2  A notice delivered by hand is deemed to have been received when delivered 

(or if delivery is not in business hours, 9.00 am on the first Business Day 

following delivery). A correctly addressed notice sent by pre-paid first class 

post or recorded delivery post shall be deemed to have been received at the 

time at which it would have been delivered in the normal course of post. A 

notice sent by fax or email is deemed to have been received when 

transmitted (or if transmission is not in business hours, 9.00 am on the first 

Business Day following transmission) provided that a confirmation of 

completed transmission is received by the party giving the notice. 

22 SEVERANCE 

22.1  If any provision of this agreement (or part of a provision) is found by any court 

or administrative body of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable 

or illegal, the other provisions shall remain in force. 

22.2  If any invalid, unenforceable or illegal provision would be valid, enforceable or 

legal if some part of it were deleted, the provision shall apply with whatever 

modification is necessary to give effect to the commercial intention of the 

parties. 

     23 THIRD PARTY RIGHTS 

No term of this agreement shall be enforceable by a third party (being any person 

other than the parties and their permitted successors and assignees). 

24 COUNTERPARTS 

This agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which is an 

original and which together have the same effect as if each party had signed the 

same document. 

25 DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

25.1  If any dispute arises in connection with this agreement, the parties shall meet 

and attempt to resolve the dispute within 14 days.  If that meeting does not 

resolve the dispute then the parties will try to agree an escalation mechanism 

for dealing with the dispute without having to resort to formal mediation or 

litigation within 14 days.  If an escalation mechanism cannot be agreed or if 

use of the escalation mechanism does not resolve the dispute than the 

parties will use reasonable endeavours to settle the dispute by mediation in 

accordance with the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR) Model 
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Mediation Procedure. Unless otherwise agreed between the parties, the 

mediator will be nominated by CEDR.   

25.2  The commencement of a mediation process will not prevent the parties 

commencing or continuing court proceedings. 

26 GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION 

26.1  This agreement and any disputes or claims arising out of or in connection with 

its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) 

are governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England. 

26.2 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England have exclusive 

jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection 

with this agreement or its subject matter or formation (including non-

contractual disputes or claims). 

 

This agreement has been entered into on the date stated at the beginning of it. 
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Schedule 1   The Activities  

Please see Activity and Outcome Table 2017 – 19 and Annual Work Plan 

To be agreed during clarification talks 

 

Schedule 2   Payment terms and Bank details (see below) 

Payment Schedule 

 

    

    

    

    

 

1. Subject to Section 8 of the SLA the Lead provider will pay the provider quarterly in 

advance, on receipt of the following information. 

1.1Record of income and expenditure for the previous quarter. 

1.2 Projection of expenditure for the following quarter. 

2 Payment will be made within two weeks (10 working days) following receipt of this 

information and subject to agreement of the Ageing Better in Camden Programme 

Manager. 

3.  Capital expenditure 

Payment for budgeted capital expenditure will only be made on receipt of proof of 

expenditure (copy of purchase order and delivery note).  Payment will be made within 

one month of receipt. 

Schedule 3   Monitoring and Evaluation terms 

Monitoring data will need to be put onto Charity Log database for each older person 
within 2 weeks of their initial experience with the Provider. 
 
The Provider will have monthly performance management meetings with Programme 
Management for first 6 months of project and quarterly thereafter. 
 
The Provider will return pro-forma monitoring template on 15th of January, April, July 
and October each year. 
 
The Provider will produce an annual risk plan and quality plan and report. 
 
The Provider will work together with local evaluators to facilitate qualitative evaluation 
activities eg. Focus groups, interviews. 
 
The Provider will attend 2 ABC meetings and 3 Ageing Better Community action 
Project meetings annually. 
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AUTHORSIED TO SIGN FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE LEAD PROVIDER: 

 

Signature:  

 

Name in capitals:  
 

Position in organisation:  
 

Address in full:  
 
 

Date:  

 
 
 

AUTHORISED TO SIGN FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE PROVIDER: 

 

Signature:  

 

Name in capitals:  
 

Position in organisation:  
 

Address in full:  
 
 

Date:  

 
 


